Abstract. In this paper we present the basic ideas of a distributed object middleware for network computing. We argue that when building complex systems out of components one can emulate the lock and key mechanisms used by proteins to recognize each other.
Overview
A number of biological analogies have found their way into computer science. Neural networks provide an alternative to von Neumann architecture 2{4], genetic algorithms 5] are used to solve optimization problems, mutation analysis was proposed for software engineering. The question we are concerned with is if these analogies can be further expanded to cover the way we build complex systems out of components and emulate genetic mechanisms and the immune system 10].
In this paper we present a design philosophy for network computing middleware, within the larger context of building complex systems out of ready-made components. Inherently, a complex computing system is heterogeneous and accommodating the heterogeneity of the hardware and the diversity of the software is a main concern of such a design. This heterogeneity is a constant source of pain for those intent on solving problems with computers. The alternative to heterogeneity and diversity is uniformity, but is this an exciting or a feasible alternative? Though we thoroughly enjoy the diversity of biological and social systems we complain when faced with the diversity of computer systems. Here we argue that hardware heterogeneity and software diversity can be accommodated provided that we transfer to computers themselves the tedious tasks of this endevour. Nature uses composition to build very complex forms of life and as we understand the principles and mechanisms that form the foundation of life we should try to emulate them to build more dependable and easy to use computing systems.
The cornerstones of the architecture we propose are metaobjects, entities that provide a description of the network objects, and software agents that perform operations on network objects. Examples of network objects are programs, data, hardware components including hosts and communication links, services, and so on. Metaobjects allows us to annotate the network objects.
The Bond project was triggered by a collaboration with structural biologists who provided the problems, the motivation to design a Virtual Structural Biology Laboratory, and need to learn some basic facts about the structure of biological macromolecules. The complex procedures needed for data acquisition, data analysis and model building for x-ray crystallography and electron microscopy are discussed elsewhere 9, 12{14]. Here we only note that processing of structural biology data involves large groups and facilities scattered around the world, complex programs that are modi ed frequently. Most computations are data intensive, they require the use of parallel and distributed systems.
Biological Systems
Nature uses composition to build extremely complex structures 1]. There are 20 amino-acids, the basic building blocks of life. The amino-acid sequence of a protein's peptide chain is called a primary structure. Di erent regions of the structure form local regular secondary structure such as alpha helices and beta strands. The tertiary structure is formed by packing such structural elements onto globular units called domains. The nal protein may contain several polypeptide chains arranged in a quaternary structure. By formation of such tertiary and quaternary structures amino-acids far apart in the sequence are brought together in three dimensions to form a functional region, an active site 1]. The three dimensional structure of a protein determines its function, the disposition in space and the type of the atoms in a region of the protein provide a lock that can be recognized by other proteins that may bind to it, provided that they have the proper key. Living organisms mutate, the atomic structure of their cells changes and a selection mechanisms ensures the survival of those able to perform best their function.
Biological cells carry with them genetic material, RNA and DNA that describe the sequence of amino-acids in every protein. How this information is used to actually build the protein, the so-called folding problem is not elucidated yet. Moreover proteins with di erent sequences of amino-acids may fold to identical or very similar 3D atomic structures. They may have di erent properties, e.g. thermal stability, but they will perform the same functions because a fundamental principle is that the structure determines the function of a biological specimen. Another fundamental principle in genetics is genetic economy. Symmetry plays an important role in building complex cells. Spherical viruses have an icosahedral symmetry, they look like a soccer ball, are composed out of wedges with identical structure. The virus core contains the genetic material and has only one copy of the DNA or RNA sequence of an \unit cell", the wedge mentioned above. Modern programming languages like Java, take the composition process one step further. A software component, be it a package, or a function, carries with itself a number of properties that can be queried and/or set to speci c values to customize the component according to the needs of an application which wishes to embed the component. The mechanism supporting these functions is called introspection. Properties can even be queried at execution time. Re ection mechanisms allow us to determine run time conditions, for example the source of an event generated during the computation. The reader may recognize the reference to the Java Beans but other component architectures exists, Active X based on Microsoft's COM and LiveConnect from Netscape to name a few.
Can these ideas be extended to other types of computational objects besides software components, for example to data, services, and hardware components? What can be achieved by creating metaobjects describing network objects like programs, data or hardware? We use here the term \object" rather loosely, but later on it will become clear that the architecture we envision is intimately tied to object-oriented concepts. We talk about network objects to acknowledge that we are concerned with an environment where programs and data are distributed on autonomous nodes interconnected by high speed networks.
The set of properties embedded into a metaobject provide a \lock and key" mechanism similar with the one used by proteins to recognize one another. In a workspace populated with metaobjects, one can envision mechanisms to link network objects together to form a metaprogram, a new metaobject, capable of carrying out a well de ned computational task. Example: to link a data object to a software object we need to search the workspace for a metaobject describing a crystallographic FFT program able to compute the 3D Fourier transform of a symmetric object with a known symmetry, given a lattice of real numbers describing the \unit cell", the building block of the object. At each step, the selection process succeeds if the target metaobject possesses a set of \keys", corresponding to the desired properties needed for composition. This is a deliberate example, anyone familiar with FFTs recognizes that creating the metaobjects describing the elements discussed above is a non trivial task.
We expect a metaobject to contain genetic information, i.e. a description of all relevant properties of a network object . This information must be in a form suitable for machine processing. For example a metaobject associated with a software component should include a description of the functions and interfaces of that component using a descriptive language like IDL, Interface Description Language. IDL reveals only the interfaces of an object and does not specify how these properties are to be folded into an actual implementation. The genetic information associated with a data object should reveal its ancestry, the characteristics of the sensor that has generated the data, or provide links to the program that has produced the data and to its input data objects. The genetic information would allow an autonomous agent to generate an actual implementation of the code in case of a software component, or a human contemplating the results of a sequence of computations to trace back decisions made at some point in the past.
We also need to add new properties to a metaobject. For example when an agent discovers that a processor executes incorrectly a sequence of instructions this new property should be added to the metaobject describing that particular class of processors or processors with Ids within a certain range. A fundamental principle is that acquired traits take precedence over inherited ones.
Both hardware and software are created as a result of an evolutionary process. Occasionally, new programs, or microprocessors, are created from scratch, but often, new versions are upgrades of existing objects, that inherit many characteristics of the older versions. Inheritance has the potential to simplify the task of building metaobjects and agents capable to manipulate them intelligently.
Care must be taken to expose in the metaobject only stable properties of the network resources. For example the amount of main memory installed on a system is a stable property, though it may change, such changes are likely to be infrequent, while the load placed upon the system varies rapidly, it is a transient property and should not be exposed.
Once we recognize that creation of metaobjects is a di cult task we have to ask ourselves if metaobjects and the network resources need to be tightly or loosely coupled with each other. The tightly coupled approach would require that the network object and the metaobject be kept together to ensure consistency. There are fundamental aws with the tightly coupled argument. First, this \ab-initio" approach would require re-creation of legacy components, software, hardware and data, to t our scheme. Second, information would be unnecessarily duplicated and con dential information compromised.
By virtue of the arguments discussed above a metaobject should only have a soft link to the network object it describes. Di erent properties of the network object may be accessible on a need to know basis, e.g. the source code may be available only to those who have the need for it. The metaobject associated with a program may contain attributes describing the function of the program, its input and output. It should also provide references or pointers to the: source code, the executables for di erent platforms, the human readable documentation of the program, the implementation notes, an error log, and so on. Following the principle of genetic economy, components of the metaobject would be shared among all the users of the object.
The price to pay for the distributed object approach is that inconsistency between the metaobjects and the network objects are occasionally unavoidable. We argue that in a network rich environment catastrophic consequences of such inconsistencies are unlikely to occur. Moreover, whenever possible, discovery agents should update the metaobjects.
In summary, we propose to create metaobjects describing properties of network objects. These properties should reveal how objects can be composed together using a lock and key mechanism and support a selection mechanism to eliminate components that do not perform their functions well. Linking metaobjects together can only be done based upon a universally accepted taxonomy of objects and properties, and a given context. We acknowledge the fact that a considerable amount of work in the area of knowledge sharing still remains to be done, but we believe that a system built along the principles discussed above will allow a larger segment of the population to use computers to solve complex tasks.
An Architecture for Communicating Objects
This section introduces Bond, an agent-based, object-oriented middleware for network computing. The goals of the Bond system are to: (a) facilitate access to network resources, (b) support collaborative activities, and (c) accommodate software diversity and hardware heterogeneity.
Metaobjects and agents are important classes of Bond objects. Metaobjects provide synthetic information about network objects and agents use this information to access and manipulate network objects on behalf of users.
The rst question we have to answer when designing an agent-based, distributed-object architecture is the level of integration of agents and objects. Should the agents must be tightly integrated into the architecture, or can they be added on to an existing distributed-object framework? To answer this question we examine two critical issues, communication and the complexity of the system.
Communication is a critical issue in a distributed system and though procedure-oriented and message-oriented paradigms are arguably dual to each other, most distributed-object systems favor remote method invocation and synchronous communication. The conventional wisdom is that remote method invocation is more e cient than message passing and that asynchronous communication is considerably more di cult to program and debug than synchronous one. Thus if we want to design a complex system, capable to evolve and to exhibit a good level of performance the only choice is synchronous remote method invocation.
On the other hand, agent-oriented programming favors the message-oriented approach and asynchronous communication. Since agents can exhibit a complex behavior, remote method invocation is too restrictive and inter-agent communication is based upon message passing, using agent-communication languages like KQML. An agent has the ability to make autonomous decisions and should be able to adapt its behavior to the response to a message or to the lack of a response. In a wide-area distributed system, components including other agents or objects, and communication links may fail, and the lack of a response should still lead to predictable behavior. The ability to respond to component failure is an important argument in favor of integrating software agents into network computing systems.
An approach often encountered in the literature, is to support remote method invocation for regular objects and message passing for agents. We believe that this dichotomy increase the software complexity and creates additional problems when regular objects and agents need to communicate with each other. Our solution is to design a pure message passing system with all objects communicating using KQML. An agent is just another object extended with the ability to make autonomous decisions, it can communicate with any other object and the communication fabric is common to the entire object population.
Important as it may be, the fact that every object "speaks" KQML, in other words understands the syntax of a KQML message and is able to parse it, does not guarantee that two objects can cooperate with each other. An object should be able to "understand" semantically a message and respond to it in a coherent manner. The granularity of objects can di er widely, ranging from simple objects like an address, a date, or a message, to complex objects like a scheduling agent or an authentication server. A server is an active object capable to provide a wellde ned set of services, though it may be very complex a server does not have the autonomy an agent must exhibit. The ability of an object to "understand" a message is also very di erent.
To solve the problem of semantical understanding of a message we introduce the concept of subprotocols. A subprotocol is a "dialect" understood by a subset of objects. A subprotocol is a closed set of messages, an object understands semantically every single message in a subprotocol and it is able to respond with a message in the same subprotocol. This guarantees the ability of agents to cooperate. An agent may use a discovery subprotocol and determine a set of common subprotocols with another agent or object. Once a group of agents discover that they all understand a subprotocol any agent sending a message belonging to the common subprotocol is guaranteed to get a meaningful response. An object can determine with ease if it understands a message because every message is stamped with the subprotocol it belongs to. A subprotocol is inherited based upon object hierarchy. When a new object extending an existing one is created, in addition to the subprotocols inherited, new ones can be de ned. The only subprotocol understood by all objects is the property access subprotocol, all agents understand the agent control subprotocol. The ability of an existing agent may be enhanced with probes, special objects capable to handle other aspects of a complex system, e.g. security, monitoring, accounting, and so on. We also have the ability to generate subprotocols dynamically once the communication patterns of a group of agents are known.
Component-based agents
A rst distinctive feature of the Bond architecture is that agents are native components of the system. This guarantees that agents and objects can communicate with one another and the same communication fabric is used by the entire population of objects. We are thus forced to pay close attentions to the software engineering aspects of agent development, in particular to software reuse. We decided to provide a framework for assembly of agents out of components, some of them reusable. This is possible due to the agent model we overview now.
We view an agent as a nite state machine, with a strategy associated with every state, a model of the world, and an agenda. Upon entering a state the strategy or strategies associated with that state are activated and various actions are triggered. The model is the "memory" of the agent, it re ects the knowledge the agent has access to, as well as the state of the agent. Transitions from one state to another are triggered by internal conditions determined by the completion code of the strategy, e.g. success or failure, or by messages from other agents or objects.
The nite state machine description of an agent can be provided at multiple granularity levels, a course-grain description contains a few states with complex strategies, a ne-grain description consists of a large number of states with simple strategies. The strategies are the reusable elements in our software architecture and granularity of the nite state machine of an agent should be determined to maximize the number of ready-made strategies used for the agent. We have identi ed a number of common actions and we started building a strategy database. Examples of actions packed into strategies are: starting up one or more agents, writing into the model of another agent, starting up a legacy application, data staging and so on. Ideally, we would like to assemble an agent without the need to program, using ready-made strategies.
Another feature of our software agent model is the ability to assemble an agent dynamically from a blueprint, a text le describing the states, the transitions, and the model of the agent. Every Bond-enabled site has an agent factory capable to create an agent from its blueprint. The blueprint can be embedded into a message, or the URL of the blueprint can be provided to the agent factory. Once an agent was created, the agent control subprotocol can be used to control it from a remote site.
In addition to favoring reusability, the software agent model we propose has other useful features. First, it allows a smooth integration of increasingly complex behavior into agents. For example, consider a scheduling agent with a mapping state and a mapping strategy. Given a task and a set of target hosts capable to execute the task, the agent will map the task to one of the hosts subject to some optimization criteria. We may start with a simple strategy, select randomly one of the target hosts. Once we are convinced that the scheduling agent works well, we may replace the mapping strategy with one based upon an inference engine with access to a database of past performance. The scheduling agent will perform a more intelligent mapping with the new strategy, without altering other aspects of its behavior, provided that the model is not altered by the new strategy. Second, the model supports agent mobility. A blueprint can be modi ed dynamically and an additional state can be inserted before a transition takes place. For example a suspend state can be added and the suspend strategy be concatenated with the strategy associated with any state. Upon entering the suspend state the agent can be migrated elsewhere. All we need is to send the blueprint and the model to the new site and make sure that the new site has access to the strategies associated with the states the agent may traverse in the future. The dynamic alteration of the nite state machine of an agent can be used to create a snapshot of a group of collaborating agents and help debug a complex system.
Metaobjects
Metaobjects are other critical components of our system, they glue together network objects and agents. Network objects or resources are: hardware platforms, communication links, sensors, programs, libraries, services, data les, and so on. The function of metaobjects is to provide the knowledge needed by the software agents to manipulate network objects.
The metaobjects form a distributed knowledge base and their de ning attribute is that besides a name and a unique Id their structure is uid, it changes with time to re ect our knowledge about a world populated with network objects. The ever-changing relationship amongst them is the other important trait of metaobjects. Metaobjects are suitable to represent knowledge while traditional objects in the object-oriented programming sense have well-de ned inheritance and best represent entities with a well-known set of properties. There are no methods speci c to a metaobject other than to set and reset their attributes. Agents are capable to manipulate metaobjects and invoke functions to determine if the metaobject provides the information needed by a speci c strategy. The metaobjects provide the means to integrate object-oriented and agent-oriented programming.
To illustrate these ideas consider the scheduling agent example discussed earlier. The agent must be able to determine if a particular host is suitable for a computational task. We have the choice of creating a regular object with a number of attributes to re ect the most relevant properties of a host e.g. its IP address, the type and Id of the processor, the number of processors, the amount of main memory, and so on. We may ask ourselves what is a relevant property for a host, for example are the type of the graphics cards, or the number of geometric engines important? The answer is that in some cases the graphics hardware may not be present and in other cases we may not be interested in graphics when scheduling the task. Rather than de ning a host object with a potentially very large set of attributes we de ne a metaobject with no other property but a name and add dynamically properties to it as needed.
Some of the traits of the network object are discovered at the time the metaobject was created others re ect changes in the network object itself discovered by some agent at a later point in time. For example a discovery agent will ll in the metaobject associated with a host, a number of <attribute, attributevalue> pairs, including the type and the Id of the processor. A selection strategy of the scheduling agent will match the attributes desired by the task with the ones o ered by a speci c host as re ected by the corresponding metaobject.
In this paper we describe an object-oriented, agent-based, distributed object system based upon active messages. The system exercises the metaphors discussed above. An alpha release of the Bond system is available for downloading at http://bond.cs.purdue.edu.
